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ABSTRACT

Barometric pressure variations are often one of the main drivers of
gas transport in fractured rock, a process that is referred to as
barometric pumping. Barometric pressure variations are complex,
multi-frequency signals influenced by latitude, weather, elevation,
lunar phase, time of year, and diurnal and semi-diurnal earth tides.
As a result, gas transport due to barometric pumping can be difficult
to characterize. However, our numerical and analytical analyses
indicate that there may be a dominant transport frequency that
leads to the vast majority of transport. Based on analytical
arguments, the dominant transport frequency will maximize the
breathing (air exchange) and diffusion exchange (immobile/mobile
phase exchange) efficiencies. Identifying the dominant transport
frequency allow us to more simply characterize future gas transport
for which the barometric pressure variations are unknown and has
implications for passive soil vapor extraction, CO2 leakage from
geosequestration operations, and radionuclide gas seepage from
underground nuclear explosions and nuclear waste storage.
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Modulating the amplitude of 

the dominant frequency by 

season
The fit is significantly improved by seasonally modulating the single 
barometric frequency:
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Finding the dominant 

frequency
We calibrated gas transport simulated using a pressure signal with a
single frequency to gas transport using the Anchorage barometric
pressures:

While the calibrated gas transport captured some of the
characteristics of the gas transport simulated with the measured
pressures, it was obvious that something was missing. By inspecting
the mismatch in the gas transport and the seasonal characteristics
of the amplitude of the pressure record below, modulating the
amplitude of the single frequency was investigated.

Analytical exchange 

diffusivity analysis (Neeper

and Stauffer, 2011)
Neeper and Stauffer (2011) identified that the production due to
barometric pumping is maximized when the barometric frequency
times the time for the concentration in an initially clean fracture to
stabilize with a contaminated matrix is around one.
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Simulated barometric pumping of gas in fractured rock

Barometric pressure from Anchorage, AK

Fast Fourier Transform decomposes signal into 
frequencies (periods) and associated amplitudes

Breathing efficiency:

Exchange efficiency:

Total efficiency:

Pumping efficiency of Anchorage period/amplitude pairs 
plotted as a function of barometric period with matrix 
perm 1e-15 m2, matrix porosity 0.1, fracture aperture 
0.001 m, fracture spacing 10 m. – Results are highly 

dependent on rock/fluid properties!

Barometric pumping 
efficiency maximized

P(t) = A sin(wt)

P(t) = (Aw + Assin(wst)) sin(wwt)

As – seasonal amplitude
Aw – weekly amplitude
ws – seasonal frequency
ww – weekly frequency

Conclusions

It has long been recognized based on analytical arguments that
barometric frequencies will have different efficiencies in driving gas
transport. We have demonstrated numerically that it is possible to
represent gas transport driven by a real barometric pressure record
using a single frequency modulated by season. Future work will
investigate the sensitivity of the dominant frequency, amplitude and
seasonal modulation and investigate analytical analyses to identify
dominant gas transport frequencies from barometric pressure
records.
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